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Introduction
Treasured Stories is a collection of poems written by Becky Cherriman after
conversations with the Altofts community and associated research into the history of
the area in the summer of 2016. The poems and facts are designed to be read or
listened to at the specific locations shown on the map at the back. Enjoy delving into
Altofts treasures and please watch your step as you go.
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1) The Brig, St Mary’s Road
As you walk this trail, I’d encourage you not just to read but to look around you and
recall your own memories or associations of the streets you walk down. I ask you to
look around at the varied architecture, at the hints of the past and to consider the
futures that might be possible for this town. Stand with your back to The Brig, looking
up the road to your right. Altofts’ history is in farming and mining but many of the
local women who lived in houses like those you can see worked in textile and cotton
mills a little further away. Here is one of their stories.

The Millworker
When asked if she was in charge of the mill, Barbara said:
Unofficial trainer, that’s all,
I was the boss of nowt but my own family.
Left school on Friday,
Mum went on her first holiday on Saturday,
I started work on Monday –
Alverthorpe Mills.
Started off as a setter then a doffer, fetching the thread over the bobbins.
You’d stop the reel with the side of your arm – we were bald from here to here.
We learned to lip read, to tie our hair back and save our scalps,
ring spinning, ring twisting, cap spinning, cap twisting,
drum winding, automatic winding, reeling,
you’d always be flitting about, they wouldn’t have you stood idle.
Now and then they’d fetch the X-ray, see if you’d got fibres on your lungs.
No masks then.
We’d been working years but we did one-and-a-half hours less than the full timers
so we could be home for the kids.
We were the first to go.
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2) Drury Lane
Look out for a stone arched gateway on the right-hand side with the street name
above and hear about why people moved to Altofts, both historically and in the more
recent past.
Incomers
They came here from Shropshire, Bristol and Wigan,
from muck – two to three families to a house, one toilet to a street.
They came here and they stayed.
They came here from Mizen – just as a village should be
– High Street, Middle Street and the last.
from the Babbling Baby of Adel Woods,
from Todd Farm where they’d fill
milk jugs and serve buttered teacakes.
They came here from Marsden – one road in, one road out,
came to three storey houses, co-operatives and allotments,
came to football teams and cricket.
They came here and they stayed
with coal and brass and insurance policies,
with grandchildren who need them.
They came here and they stayed.
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3) Patience Lane Surgery
Notice the inscription in the brick, made for Mary Margaret Scholefield or Dr
Margaret as she was known. While her father used to do his rounds in a Winston
Churchill style bowler hat, Margaret cast a strange figure with her two plaits twisted
into buns at the side of her head like Princess Leia. The duties of both doctors would
have included treating victims of mining accidents inside the collieries. Margaret
never fulfilled her dream of practising paediatrics but took over the surgery from her
father and stayed dedicated to the town for the rest of her life.
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4) Jibber (George Street)
‘Never let it be said your mother bred a jibber.’
He hears the phrase on a hill in Spain,
a Barnsley lass calling his laughter back home,
a jibber being a lazy man –
‘I don’t like the cut of your jib’ – mining lingo.
Colin’s dad tried for the Navy three times
but they needed all the colliers they could get.
‘One more go and we’ll lock you up,’ they said.
Colin’s origins are in baronry, in knighthoods,
Vikings and Egyptian queens,
one ancestor photographed with Buffalo Bill, another named
for saving a conqueror – Fortesque; strong shield.
Then miners – Tom Albert Sharp
the only one who never went down.
At fourteen, his mother dead, left to take care of the kids.
1939 he signs up. You know what happens next.
After armistice, bivouacking in the fields,
a German takes him in, uses his wife’s diamond ring
to inscribe a glass – name, date and unit,
thanks for getting rid of Hitler.
Decades on, a small village in France with forgotten name,
his nephew finds a photo amongst a pile of relics:
Uncle Tom kneels – flower in one hand held out
to a little girl: gun in the other,
that glass on an Altofts fireplace now.
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5) Garforth Drive
William Edward Garforth was one of the managers of the Altofts Pope and Pearson
Colliery. He invented breathing apparatus, which was used in rescue operations and
discovered that stone dust could be used to prevent coal dust explosions, for which
he was eventually knighted.
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6X) Ship Corner
X marks the spot of Ship Corner, which might sound like a strange name for a place
so far inland but when you consider that Altofts lays claim to once being the home of
a famous pirate, the name seems more apt.
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7) Altofts Methodist Church
The churches of Altofts are the building blocks of community life with Sunday
schools and a women’s friendship group, indoor bowls, mum and toddler groups and
more. When Altofts Methodist Church was rebuilt, the whole community chipped in
which is why I entitled this poem Chipped Away.
Chipped Away
Our initials are not engraved in gold
but embroidered in a mother's hand
or carved in brick.
Altofts is no abstract noun.
It’s the people that have built this town,
chipped away at hardened clay
on Patience Lane,
crossed lock gates for a patient on
a brumy* winter’s night,
hair wound Victorian tight.
Dr Margaret. Mark her name
and do the same for sparkies and chippies
who lay lines, cut doors between
the old sanctuary, and the new.
This is where we heal, where we worship.
Look closely at the walls.
*from brume – foggy or misty
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8) John Welsby’s Grave, Cemetery, 43a Church Road
Passing by the old library, which is now an after school club, you enter the
graveyard. Turn left and make your way to a large tombstone on the left hand side of
the path. This is the grave of John Welsby, rescue miner who died in his efforts to
save miners who had become entombed at Hamstead Mine after a fire. On the day
of John Welsby’s funeral, people came from mines all over the country and it is said
that in the photos you could see ‘nothing but heads’. This sestina centres on another
John, a man who has spent much of his life rescuing and preserving the history of
Altofts, John Hodgkins.
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John Hodgkins – A Sestina
He is a keeper of histories
or rather one, this one – of Altofts,
a small farmstead, its enclosed land
grown and shrunk back
like the winter meadows of the Calder
that retreated for the summer passage
of boats bearing coal before the canal, the town's passage
from land to pit – these histories
erased like old postcodes. ‘Altofts
is losing its identity.’ This land
of his clings to tobacco smoke, to back
when the ancestral farmhouse was here, 10ft fireplace, settles
each side; this wiry man with humble gaze settles
down to tell me how wooden shutters softened winter's passage
while stacked up around him meticulously labelled histories,
black folders labelled ‘Martin Frobisher’, ‘Altofts’
rescue miners’, ‘Garforth’ – the first in the land
to invent the apparatus that could save lives;
and here are the postcards sold to honour lives
lost through rescue attempts; death always settles
the score, sold to make smoother the families' passage
through grief, their histories
now shrouded in polythene. Gruff and kind, John tells me Altofts’
secrets – of strife, strike, greenfield sites and gold,
how, in the dark room, waiting to expose the gold
was an excavation; now these people's lives
are cheapened by this devilish white machine that settles
on a likeness with ease while the past ages
of time striate the office in cabinets of minerals. His story is
here too amongst treasures
collected since age ten, treasures
that must not be buried with him. John knows where the gold
is; he will not let these lives
go unproclaimed. The precious metal settles
like the layers of time encapsulated in these passages.
Put your ear to the seams
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of this place, of yourself. What seems
like coal may be gold. It runs through you like the Calder,
glimmers like the future you decide upon by looking back.
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9) Martin Frobisher School, Church Road
When I came to write about Martin Frobisher, Altofts’ legal pirate and explorer, I
found much had already been written about him. Robert Ruby’s ‘Unknown Shore’ is
a beautifully-written biography about this interesting yet controversial character who
sought out ‘the only thing of the world that is left yet undone’ – a north-western trade
route to Cathay, an old name for China. Frobisher did not achieve his aim but
instead brought back from Canada 1,136 tons of black ore believing it to be rich with
gold, only to find each ton was worth only £5 rather than the £270 previously
thought. This poem is a found poem that reorders words and phrases from Ruby’s
book to create a poem about Martin Frobisher but, if you’re interested in Frobisher’s
background, I utterly recommend this book.
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No Easy Passage To Cathay
a found poem from Robert Ruby’s ‘Unknown Shore

There is no easy passage to Cathay
and many ways to write of
endless marshes of men slathered in palm oil,
the strange restlessness of yellow fever,
of how, when the rains start, the sailors’ clothes rot off their backs
and in the summer, ice floes glow pink.
In Yorkshire every vowel and every ‘r’ is pliable and stretched
to its ultimate limit.
Frobisher, more comfortable with dagger than with books,
stands, uncomfortable in starched doublet.
He is a gambler with bad temper
who sails through monstrous islands of ice
and does not turn back.
On this unknown shore, everything
is a shadowless white and they do not understand ice,
the bringer of animals to the hunter;
they cannot read the sky.
Before he returns to Altofts,
with hornblende and narwhal tusks
for the Queen,
he will see spouts falling
out of the air into the sea,
as great as the pillars of churches.
He will bed down with malgueta pepper,
ivory and gold, cut sails to save his sailors,
offer himself as hostage,
hold a man captive in a portrait,
unable to speak.
He seeks
‘the only thing of the world that is left yet undone’
but there is no easy passage to Cathay,
and, breaking the veins of black rock,
he will find only reminders of home
while behind him the Inuit soundings
like the howling of wolves.
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10) Horse and Jockey, 47 Church Road
The Horse and Jockey, built in 1850, is the oldest pub in Altofts. It was so named
because when people used to stay in the inn, they’d put their horses into the field at
the back to graze.
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11) St Mary Magdalene Church
There are objects in our lives that we all treasure yet often the treasure isn’t the
object itself but the memories it brings. Stand under the arched door of St Mary
Magdalene to share some of Altoft Readers Group’s treasured memories.
Treasured Memories
It rained early morning.
I’m with him in the arched doorway,
lot thinner than I am now.
Headband of flowers,
bouquet – yellow roses in a teardrop.
Both grandsons side-by-side, arms I’m-a-little-teapot.
Separate the negatives. Keep what you can from photos
saturated by black water, smell of bad eggs.
Close your eyes, hold your wrist out – a gold bracelet for my twenty-first.
Dress shorter and shorter as I grew tall.
Hilary’s boots – white and yellow crepe,
Lynn’s pink satin with pearl buttons.
A colouring book of my mum’s from 41.
I’ll keep Robert Burns, philanthropist from farming stock,
‘The Night Before Christmas’, Mrs Beeton’s cookery book.
The memory of a man I’d see every day, yellow crocheted gloves,
all nicely dressed on his sit up and beg –
thought he was a banker till he went on strike.
The single bedspread me grandma made,
round with portholes into what her progeny wore,
every dress preserved from childhood.
Put a saucer on the fabric, draw round,
stitch together,
sleep under it always,
remembering how it felt to be eight in that floral dress.
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12) Side-by-side
Gold
Avis would have gone to the ends of the earth with him,
the boyfriend met on a cruise,
sailed the Northwest Passage, searching for Cathay,
would have brought back rocks, built smelters,
alchemised what they found.
Solo Traveller
Dorothy died before Rome, before Sorrento,
Many tears shed, Barbara went alone in the end.
Fear not, this story takes a happier bend
down vibrant Amalfi streets;
Beside her on the plane
was the man with whom she would remain.
The Cot
Her father set them up in a hillside club.
Wowed by blonde hair, green eyes, she went with him
to Transkei with Red Blanket people,
their rondavels built because devils hide in corners.
She ran a playgroup while he ran a factory,
nothing to root to but a six year holiday, happy memories.
Side-by-side
Side-by-side since before the school gate;
their visiting mothers would lay the two babies on the bed,
wait in line for orange juice from church.
They dated at eleven, their hearts sweet as milk teeth, a gap till sixteen
then twenty-one and married. Together all these years on
in a halfway house between mother and in law.
The Boy Next Door
Pauline went away to London to work in a bank.
They’d write letters and she’d stay with his parents.
He had a girlfriend who polished his shoes,
but it was Pauline, reader, who married him.
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13) St Mary Magdalene is high church, renowned for its fresco of the
annunciation, its Kemp window, gold reredos, its friendly inclusive vicar
and its beautiful stations of the cross.
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Tapestry
Be beside him at St Mary Magdalene
from the moment he is condemned,
watch him carry his burden,
see him fall
under the weight of such heat,
feel for the women who love him,
praying all the while.
Help him bear what he must bear,
wipe the sweat from his brow
though you know he will stumble again.
Walk alongside him as he is mocked,
as he is hauled up to the cross,
at his final laboured breaths
and his burial.
Stay for the watch,
everyone is welcome,
light a candle for those you love,
one for Tom Ibbeson
who died in the mine at 17,
commemorated here
between the stations of the cross.
Light one for all the lives that were lost,
for John Welsby and the rescue mission
he did not return from,
for all those who try to save us.
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14) Bottom of Alley that runs between The Crescent and Churchfield
Croft
As many of you will know, snap was the packed lunch the miners would carry back
with them to the mine. Fewer of you will have come across ‘disibles’, a local word for
clothes you don’t want to be seen in. I suspect it comes from the French dishabille –
in a state of undress.
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Poem For Altofts
Round the back of St Mary’s – the paths to the mines
where unsleeved men hauled pickaxe and snap, their wives
left behind stoking hearth and heart. There's the bluebell wood
behind Newland Hall, you can walk to Wakefield that way
from the long alley back to the Brig where we’d play
pirates on slides and fort, dig dens, that seam of black diamonds unseen
as mice that laikeyed* on beds on Long Silkstone Row.
This before Kilowatt Valley and its chimney rows,
before homes were called slums, laid low and the pit wheel stopped.
Still, the colliery band plays on, the church rings with song,
the studded turf gives to tomorrow's football match.
So let the dust descend on pegged-out disibles
for the spoil heap of those histories is levelled now
but their spoils nourish this soil, skin of Altofts earth.
*laikeyed – played
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Hope you’ve enjoyed the tour of Altofts’ Treasures.

This commission was made possible thanks to Arts Council England Strategic
Touring funding as part of the Lit Fest in a Day programme delivered by Beam in
association with the Friends of Altofts Library group. The aim was to engage a wider
more diverse audience with reading and writing that is relevant to them and their
place.
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